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Freight Club was launched in 2015 by Cymax Group as a standalone 
SaaS solution and has since evolved into an industry leading shipping 
and logistics platform. With Cymax Group’s 17+ years of experience, 
efficiencies, innovation and business intelligence, the company 
developed an eCommerce freight solution to power smart logistics 
for many businesses.  
 
From the beginning, Freight Club was focused on customer 
excellence and making shipping less stressful. Today, that 
focus continues. Their vision is to offer a better way to ship  
oversized items by focusing on accessibility, affordability, simplicity, 
and convenience.
 

Freight Club has grown to become a 5-star B2B logistics service 
provider trusted by hundreds of businesses in the US and Canada. 
Their passion for customer service continues every day as they work 
tirelessly to improve shipping for all their customers, new and old.
 
Early on, Freight Club was using carrier liability. However, serious 
problems such as damages and carrier claims disputes created 
frustration and a negative customer experience which challenged 
Freight Club’s commitment to their 5-star service.  

Negative reviews were hurting everybody’s reputation.

Freight Club

DELIVERING 
A BETTER 
CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE



REARVIEW 
Freight Club  
PROBLEMS FACED
• Negative customer reviews
• Slow claims processing  

and payments
• Denied claims
• Multi-carrier tariff management

SMART SOLUTIONS
• Suite of insurance APIs
• Opt-out feature to help  

ensure coverage
• Online claims portal 
• Risk mitigation expertise

RESULTS SHOWN         
• Increased claims approval  

from 33% to 98%
• Improved customer experience
• Streamlined claim submission 
• Mitigated shipping risks
• Increased reliability

The brighter side of shipping sheds 
new light on the customer experience  

Big data, big cost savings

Freight Club partnered with UPS Capital to 
leverage InsureShield™ Connect, a suite of 
APIs (application programming interface), 
to seamlessly integrate coverage into their 
eCommerce platform. This allows customers 
to take advantage of Freight Club’s convenient 
shipping system and easily protect their 
goods all at once. Simply put, customers can 
now select transportation carriers, determine 
carriage rates, insure their items, and initiate a 
claim from one convenient site.

With a custom configuration, Freight Club 
programmed their system to ensure most 
goods are protected, giving peace-of-mind 
to Freight Club, their customer and the 
end-consumer. 
 
InsureShield Connect is a game changer. 
Claims are paid much faster, and disputes are 
handled more efficiently. And according to 
Chris Randall - VP, Revenue, “claim approvals 
nearly tripled.” 

Another important benefit of working with UPS Capital is the risk mitigation experience and 
application of data analytics to pinpoint risks and help avoid situations that could cause damage and 
subsequent claims. By analyzing loss data and understanding which carriers and lanes were driving 
damages, logistical decisions – like carrier selection against specific types of cargo and palletizing 
options – were optimized. These decisions helped to minimize potential losses which turn into real 
cost savings down the road.

Sounds amazing? It is. According to Randall, having insurance coverage “takes away uncertainty for 
their shippers, reduces negative experiences, and ensures losses don’t become a profit drain.”

Contact UPS Capital for more information about a dynamic tool to help your 
business grow.  Visit upscapital.com or call 877.242.7930
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Insurance coverage is underwritten by an authorized insurance company and issued through licensed insurance producers, including UPS Capital Insurance Agency, 
Inc. (“UPSCIA”), a subsidiary of UPS Capital Corporation (“UPS Capital”). The insurance company, UPSCIA and its licensed affiliates reserve the right to change or cancel 
the program at any time. You may be offered the opportunity to insure eligible shipments under a policy of insurance (the “Policy”) issued: (i) directly to you; (ii) to 
UPS Capital; or (iii) to the sender/ publisher of this communication.  Where the Policy is issued to UPS Capital or such sender/publisher, such Policy extends coverage 
to your eligible shipments, but you are neither an insured nor an additional insured under such Policy. In the event of a loss covered under such Policy, any resulting 
claim payment shall be directed to you as a loss payee. This information does not in any way alter or amend the terms, limitations or exclusions of the applicable 
Policy and is intended only as a brief summary. Insurance coverage is not available in all jurisdictions and coverage is governed by the terms, conditions, limitations 
and exclusions set forth in the applicable Policy.


